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Theologian speculates on SDA
missions' future in next decade
Sidney E. Alien, PhD, dean of the Philippine Union College School of Theology, Caloocan City,
Philippines, told 150 people attending a Missions Forum meeting last morith that the greatest issue facing
the Seventh-day Adventist church in the decade of the 1970's is "pressure on our organization of a
world-wide tendency."
Dr. Alien, speaking at the forum sponsored by the department sociology and anthropology, stated that
the issue "is almost never
mentioned in public. We are
apparently hoping that, like a
carbuncle on a coed's nose, it may
II
I
I
go away in time for the banquet if
we simply ignore it."
He also said that "our people
by Louise Henriksen
are abysmally unaware of the
science writer
subject of race in the church . . .
Adventists of all races are guilty
Wives are going back to school classes free.
of allowing their racial pride to
Moreover, going back to school
their husbands in the
with
get in the way of Jesus Christ,"
on this palm-fringed southern
program
Education
Continuing
warned Dr. Alien. "Often we say
University California campus, with its
that we are the Laodicaen offered by Loma Linda
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Dentistry.
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Church. There could be no more
is something like a
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today
reluctance to admit that the same
in Dental continuing education students fly
jealousies, hatreds, and suspicions "Work Simplificationbegins this in here from the wintry East.
which
Practice,''
that we see in militants of all
In the past year, this school's
their husbands, 27
hues, constitutes a beachhead for morning. With and 30 dental continuing education program has
dentists,
other
the devil in our own minds."
assistants and technicians, they provided 42 courses to help
Dr. Alien predicted that the are learning about new team practicing dentists catch up with
70's will bring "a greater techniques for taking care of new research findings and
techniques developed in dentistry
sensitivity in social, economical, patients more efficiently.
political, cultural, and intellectual
A recent course on "Nutrition since they left school. Enrollment
factors in our promulgation of the for Dental Patients," had 19 wives for the 42 courses has totaled
message with which we have been attending in a class of 70. Perhaps 1,036, most of whom were
entrusted.
a hundred more will be on the dentists of long experience. The
courses they completed in one to
"There will be a bigger role in campus in the next few months to seven day or night sessions were
for
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PhD, associate professor of
Although the program is
to
readiness
their
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Another
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to
return
the forum, the organization is
is that, at Loma Linda alumni of the School of
negotiating with Stanley G. reason
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University,
Sturges, SM'55, a former their dentist-husbands (who pay a serve the California dental
missionary to Nepal, to speak at tuition fee) are admitted to these
(Cont. on pg. 2)
the January meeting.

Dentists' wives join spouses

in going back to school

Jo A. Nelson, secretary in the community relations office, explains
some of the functions of University Hospital to Shri Dahyabhai V.
Patel, a member of India's upper house of parliament, and his wife. Mr.
Patel was on a ten-day tour of the United States west coast. He is a
former mayor of Bombay, India, the second largest city of that
country.
Staff Photo

Indian parliament member
tours La Sierra and hospital
Shri Dahyabhai -V. Patel, a
member of the upper house of
parliament in India, has charged
Indian's Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi as being a "fellow
traveler" of the communists.
Mr. Patel made the charge in a
speech to nearly 100 students and
faculty members at a seminar
insored by the College of Arts
"and Sciences department of
nistory and political science on
December 9.
Mr. Patel and his wife, who
were on a 10-day tour of the west
coast following an Asian
Parliamentarians' Union Meeting
I in Taiwan, spent part of the
afternoon touring the University
Hospital.
He is a onetime associate of
Mahatma Gandhi, Hindu
nationalist leader who was
assasinated in 1948, and son of
India's first deputy prime
(minister. He is leader of the
.Swantantra Party in the Rajya
Sabha, the 200-member upper
house of parliament.
In 1954, Mr. Patel was elected
| mayor of Bombay, India's second
; city. He served for two
| years.
He drew loud criticism from
| Communist China five years ago

Acting director
named to head
nursing service
Gertrude L. Haussler, associate
director of nursing service for
University Hospital, has been
named acting director of nursing
service.
The appointment was made to
fill the vacancy left when former
director of nursing service
Charlotte D. Ross accepted an
appointment to the position of
director of nursing at Feather
River Hospital, Paradise.
Miss Haussler assumes her new
duties on January 1.

when he led a delegation of
oppositition party members of
parliament on visits to Saigon,
South Vietnam, and Taipei,
Republic of China, Taiwan.
Though India does not recognize
the Republic of China, Mr. Patel
wants his country to establish
diplomatic relations.
In his speech at La Sierra, Mr.
Patel stated that India's
government is "burdened with
corruption." He also accused Mrs.
Gandhi of failing to solve India's
massive poverty problem.
"She nationalized our banks to
benefit the poor. But that was
three months ago," he said. "And
the poor have yet to see the color
of money."

SPH to conduct
mission orientation
training course
The School of Public Health
will conduct an intensive six-week
mission orientation session on the
Loma Linda campus, January 26
to March 6,1970.
The program will aid both
medical and nonmedical
personnel who plan to work or
live outside the United States.
Particular emphasis will be placed
on increasing the effectiveness of
mission appointees.
Assisting the School of Public
Health in the 15th annual
presentation will be the
department of sociology and
anthropology in the Graduate
School.
Some of the subjects to be.
covered in the orientation
program include tropical medicine
(for nonmedical personnel),
cultural anthropology, practical
linguistics, and seminar
discussions led by veteran
missionaries.
Other areas of study will
(Com. on pg. 8)

Technologist dies
in auto accident
Donald W. Schall, assistant
chief medical technoligist at
University Hospital, was killed in
an autombile accident, November
16, in Redlands. Mr. Schall, 42,
father of two children, was an
employee of Loma Linda
University for 16 years.
Faculty members in the School
of Health Related Professions
departments of medical
technology have established a
revolving loan fund for students
in medical technology in memory
of Mr. Schall.
Contributions may be sent to
Ivor C. Woodward, PhD, dean,
School of Health Related
Professions. Checks should be
made payable to Loma Linda
University. Further information
may be obtained by calling
William P. Thompson, MD,
chairman, department of medical
technology, 714-796-7311,
extension 3201.

Richard L. Parker, SD '68, examines the teeth of a Guamanian woman
at the dental clinic operated by Dr. Parker and Franklin C. Ordelheide,
SD '68. The clinic, on the island of Guam, was one of several visited by
Keld J. Reynolds, PhD, emeritus vice president for academic affairs,
and his wife, while on a five-week tour of dental clinics in the Orient.
The trip included stops in Manila, Philippines; Hong Kong; Taipei,
Republic of China; Tokyo, Japan; and Okinawa. The tour was arranged
by Charles T. Smith, DOS, dean of the School of Dentistry, and Edwin
M. Collins, DDS, assistant dean for research and financial affairs.
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For a balanced effort
Apparent to even the most casual observer is the rapid
development and growth of the School of Public Health. In just a few
years, it has emerged from an ideatory school to one that insists on
being taken seriously.
Offering an impressive range of curriculums, it concentrates on
preventive aspects of medicine. The 14th School of Public Health in the
nation to be accredited, it is one of seven offering programs of public
health education.
The caliber of the men and women who administer and teach in
this school deserve our attention. They are a rare breed combining
professional competence with a high sense of mission. One gets the
impression that these people are working against time. No one will
question that there is a confluence of critical human need on one hand
and new scientific knowledge and technology on the other. Together
they represent unprecedented opportunities for effective service to
mankind. The public prevention of disease can preserve life for millions.
Education in nutrition and hygiene can make life worthwhile for many
others.
From the standpoint of the church's mission, the emergence of
this school is timely. Seventh-day Adventists have done a creditable job
in establishing various disciplines in clinical medicine. As did Christ,
they have ministered to immediate health needs. They now take the
next step prevention and treatment of disease through public health
programs and health education. Combined, these two approaches can
give new muscle to the church's healing effort.
Yet another approach challenges thoughtful persons; the
development of programs in agriculture that will help people in
underdeveloped nations feed themselves. While lip service has been
given this aspect of service, it is not now a significant part of the
church's effort. Health authorities in many nations see agriculture as
the foremost and urgent need. Ellen White saw it as the ABC's of
education.
Skilled utilization of clinical medicine, public health programs,
and practical education in agriculture would open doors in practically
every nation on earth. Like a three-legged stool the church would find
stability and strength in even the roughest places. Motivated initially by
a regard for man's spiritual needs, the church could with some
credibility say "Be thou whole."
OLJ

Christmas...again
What can be said about Christmas that has never before been said?
At this time of year, journalists lean back on trite eloquence to convey
the Christmas message. With a preamble like the above, it would be far
too presumptuous to launch into another round of old-hat, "Christmas
is to me ..." routines.
But kudos are, nevertheless, in order for certain groups and
organizations on the campus of Loma Linda University. In a season
where, even by southern California climatic standards, the weather
resembles a typical July (hey, everybody, surf's up!) day, rather than
the lionized white Christmas (or at least a cold Christmas) of December,
some people at the University have reconfirmed what the Christmas
spirit really is.
Whenever a journalist begins to list commendations of deserving
people, someone is regretfully omitted.' But in spite of the dire
consequences that could befall this writer, mention will be made.
The Student American Medical Association (SAMA) merits
mention. Two weeks ago, they helped brighten the Christmas of 80
underprivileged youngsters from the Redlands Unified School District
by hosting a party in the campus cafeteria.
Yesterday, a group of physical therapy students handed out gifts
to other kids in our area at the University Hospital Cafeteria. And that
same evening, nursing students from Lindsay Hall delivered presents
throughout the community.
These are just some examples, not a complete list of charitable
organizations. The Social Action Corps (SAC) and the pink ladies of the
Volunteer Service League are two more groups with active charity and
big hearts.
Christmas is perhaps the most important holiday of the year.
People either look forward to, or dread it most of all. But most of them
prefer to think of Christmas as the season when their individual
generosity abounds most freely; when giving is the highlight of the day.
But giving to whom? Usually to their close relatives and friends.
You don't have to do as much as SAMA or SAC or the Physical
Therapy and nursing students for Christmas this year not on that
scale, anyway. But before you sit down with your family to open the
presents on Christmas eve or morning, how about checking with your
next door neighbor. How is their Christmas looking? Is there just one
little boy or girl or one small family you might help to make Christmas
really Christmas?
If this editorial contains the same trite words of other columns
around Christmas; if it makes you mad or sad; if it harped on
too-taut a conscience string; I am sorry. But it had to be said.
Have, and help someone else have, a very, merry Christmas.
JKI
"Remember when HIPPIE meant big in the hips;
in cars, planes, and ships?
And a TRIP involved travel
When POT was a vessel for cooking things in?
And HOOKED was what Grandmother's rug might have been?
When NEAT meant organized, tidy, and clean;
And GRASS was a lawn which was normally green?
When FUZZY was a substance that's fluffy like lint;
And BREAD from the bakeries and not from the mint?
When ROLL meant a bun and ROCK was a stone;
And HANG-UP was something you did with the phone?
When DIG meant to shovel and spade in the dirt;
And PUT-ON was something you did with a shirt?
It's C9OL, MAN, it's GROOVY! But English it's not;
Me thinks that this language has sure gone to POT!"

BIRTHS
BERGER, Kimberly Lynn, was
born December 1 to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul J. Berger, SD '70, of Loma
Linda.
BUTLER, Todd Wilton, was
born November 18 to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis A. Butler, an
employee of the scientific
computation facility, of Loma
Linda.
GARRETT, Tracy Lynn, was
born November 19 to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary A. Garrett, PT '71, of
Loma Linda.
HERMANN, Lorelei Claire, was
born November 29 to Mr. and
Mrs. David F. Hermann, SM '72,
of Loma Linda.
PALITANG, Virgil Stanley, was
born December 2 to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilfreg G. Palitang, a registered
nurse at University Hospital, of
Loma Linda.

Wives
(Cent, from pg. 1)

community, 1969 registration
figures show that over 60 percent
of the students were not alumni,
and a surprisingly large number
came from eastern states. One
enthusiastic registrant was from
Belgium, traveling here on his
honeymoon.
Dental schools all over the
country are offering comparable
courses for the working
professional who must study to
keep up with the continuing
progress in his field. Government
pressure in recent years has
increased the demand for such
education. Oregon, for example,
has a law requiring physicians to
renew their licenses every five
years with some evidence of
recent study; Minnesota has
passed a similar law for dentists;
and other states are considering
the same kind of legislation.
Loma Linda's program for
practicing dentists, which began
10 years ago, and has gradually
grown in the number of courses
and students, is unusual in the
policy of fostering husband-wife
enrollments. Most of the courses
are, of course, too concerned with
scientific data or the specific
techniques of treatment to appeal
to many wives. But since the
inception of the new policy this
year, 15 of the 42 continuing
education courses for dentists
have been open to their wives,
and the policy has grown in
popularity. More wives are
registering for current courses
than registered at the start.

White Memorial
continues medical
training program
The White Memorial Medical
Center, Los Angeles, has 79
residents, interns, and fellows
training in its graduate medical
education program this year,
reports Wallace J. Lighthall,
director of public relations and
development of that medical
center.
Five interns and 34 residents
are graduates of Loma Linda
University.
Last year, the medical center
celebrated the 50th anniversary of
its founding. When formally
opened in 1918, the White
Memorial'Hospital, as it was then
known, was primarily designated
as a teaching facility for the
College of Medical Evangelists and
later Loma Linda University.
Until 1966, it was a Loma Linda
University campus. At the White
Memorial Medical Center,
University medical students
received most of their third and
fourth years of training. Students
in nursing and dietetics also
attend school there for part of
their training.
Professional education
programs still being conducted at
the medical center include
inhalation therapy, in affiliation

Education and Ecstasy
by George B. Leonard
(Delacorte Press. New York, 1968)

reviewed by Alice E. Gregg
associate librarian

By 2001 A.D. schools will be
"passing" (i.e., giving profiles) of
students on awareness, empathy,
and joy of learning, instead of
reading, writing, and arithmetic,
according to George B. Leonard in
Education and Ecstasy. The
grading system will be rough
guides to development, not
evaluation in the present sense of
grading.
A history lesson might go
something like this:
"Tears have made their eyes
pale and bright. They meet my
gaze directly and openly, and I
feel my own tears welling up.
'"We couldn't go on,' Johnny
says softly, handing me a
history-drama script, thin pages of
opaque plastic bound by spiral
The
wir e - Th u cy di des'
Peloponnesian Wars.
"Nodding, I say, 'I know what
you mean.'
"We tried to become Athenians.
We tried to stay in character. But
look....'
"He hands me the script,
pointing out a passage in 'The
Melian Dialogue.'
"Melian: But must we be your
enemies? Would you not receive
us as friends if we are neutral and
remain at peace with you?
"Athenian: No, your enmity
does not injure us as much as your
friendship; for your enmity is in
the eyes of our subjects a
demonstration of our power; your
friendship, of our weakness.
'"And then,' Johnny says, 'the
Athenians went on to massacre all
the adult males in this, this little
island and made slaves out of all
the women and children. It's hard
to understand. It's hard to play
the parts.'
"Tears start streaming down his
face. 'We tried to act out the
Melian section yesterday
afternoon, but we didn't do too
well. And then this morning, we
were in the Athenian Assembly,
making the decision to invade
in some ways they
Sicily, and
were such beautiful people
most of us know how it's going to
we all broke down
come out
and couldn't go on. We can't get
anyone to play the part of
Alcibiades. I don't know if we'll
ever finish.'"
A good look at education shows
that the schools are creating in
a society that offers leisure and
demands creativity a generation
of joyless drudges. Or, if the
students don't fit into the pattern,
anarchists. But "already, the seeds
of a real change are germinating
on college campuses, in teachers'
associations, in laboratories of
science, in out-of-the-way places..
. . This reform would bypass
entirely the patchwork remedial
measures (Spanish in second
grade, teachers in teams, subject
matter updated) that presently
pass for reform. It cuts straight to
the heart of the educational
enterprise, in and out of school,
seeking new method, content,
idiom, domain, purpose and,
indeed, a new definition of
education."
Education will become the
purpose of life. McLuhan has said
previously that "people will learn
a living." Leonard says that "If
education in the coming age is to
be not just a part of life but the
with East Los Angeles College,
Los Angeles; a school of licensed
vocational nursing; a school of
medical technology; a school of
radiologic technology; and school
of nursing in affiliation with
Loma Linda University.

main purpose of lifef
education's purpose will, at I
be viewed as central." What, tin
is the purpose, the goal
education? A large part of I
answer may well be what menj
this civilization have
feared and most desired:
achievement of moments
ecstasy. Not fun, not
pleasure, as in the equation)
Bentham and Mill, not the 1
pleasure of Freud, but
ananda, the ultimate delight.
Education will not be in s
classrooms. The children of I
future will find it difficult
recreate experientially
business of teachers
classrooms. Leonard writies t
"they can conceptualize
classroom). They've seen
historical films. But, during!
history-drama sessions, they i
can truly get the feeling we 1^
existed then (now). When I
child playing teacher force;)
children playing students toj
still while teacher gives a I
blackboard demonstration,
students find it very hard to|
the feeling of being
distracted, or squirming
hoping for time to pass,
them simple go into a
serene state of semi-medib
enjoying the whole s
immensely."
The book sounds like
form of Utopia, but already (
are Esalen and Synanon, i
neighbor Johnston Coll
already starting encounter i
with their students. Some
experienced enough joy
learning that they know thats
a state is within the possible.|
be too hopeful about educatioi
anything these days is
"dangerous" and not the thin;
do. Only thirty more years!
tell us the truth of Education \
Ecstasy.
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Bible Camp -1969-

The La Sierra campus Collegiate Christian League sponsored a Bible
Camp last month at Cedar Falls camp in the San Bernardino mountains.
They met in large meetings ...

They discussed religious liberty with Roland R. Hegstad, editor of
Liberty magazine ...

Their roundtable chats were held indoors, led by men like H.M.S.
Richards Sr....

... and in intimate analysis.

... and Christian philosophy with Jack W. Provonsha. MD, PhD,
professor of philosophy of religion and Christian ethics.

... and outdoors, with students like Ritch W. Christianson, senior
theology major. This was Bible Camp 1969.
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A smog fighter talks back
Four thousand deaths in
London, England, were attributed
to an unusually heavy
concentration of smog that
hovered over the city for five days
in December, 1952.
The New York City Department
of Health reported 168 deaths
during a three-day period of high
air pollution in 1966.
According .to John T.
Middleton, MD, commissioner of
the National Air Pollution Control
Administration, about 14,000
square miles in California are
known to have a high count of
oxidant, ozone, and ethylene in
the air, mostly due to combustion
processes in motor vehicles.
Los Angeles is infamous for its
smog. Comedians tell jokes about
it, and its citizens either learn to
live with it, or move out before
they die from it.
People have known about smog
for years. But like the weather,
everybody talks about it, but
nobody does anything about it.
Recently, however, in the
Inland Empire, a group of
concerned citizens set-up an
organization calledClean Air Now
(CAN). Don L. Bauer, assistant
dean of students at Loma Linda
University, was elected president.
Last week, Mr. Bauer told
University SCOPE of the goals
and achievements of Clean Air
Now and warned about the
dangers of uncorrected air
pollution.
SCOPE - What is Clean Air
Now?
BAUER - It's a non-profit,
citizens' corporation whose
primary aims and purposes are air
pollution control and abatement.
The methods which we hope to
use are education, influence, and
coordination of other existing
private and public institutions
committed to fighting air
pollution.
SCOPE
committee?

Who is on your

- We have a
BAUER
nine-member board of directors.
They come from varied fields such
as medicine, law, education,
public relations, conservation,
community service, finance, and
research. So CAN, which is now
functioning only on a regional
basis involving 15 Inland Empire
communities, ' has one central
body which is this board. We have
plans to organize other regional
boards. Under these regional
boards, we will have chapters in
various cities. The main purposes
of these regions and chapters are
the same as the goals I set forth
earlier. We do not believe that just
speaking out in the Inland Empire
is adequate. We want to move
statewide. The whole state of
California is suffering from air
pollution.
The Sierra Club was ineffective
until it organized and coordinated
statewide. We think we can be
even more effective than the
Sierra Club because our idea is so
timely. Groups are organizing all
over the state. There seems to be a
grass roots wave of concern, and
they're criticizing the engineering
mentality that got us into this
mess. Now they are looking at
even more important values such
as health, and aesthetic qualities
of our environment. We think we
can coordinate all of these
interested groups and get them
involved as one mighty force.
SCOPE - How long has CAN
been in existence?
BAUER - Four months.
SCOPE - How did it get
started?
No one person can
BAUER
be cited as the organizer, so I can
only tell the part I played. I came
to California three years ago and
immediately became concerned
about the air pollution problem. I
began to study and criticize the
environment. Finally, people
began telling me they wanted to
see some action. With this'
encouragement, I started looking
for organizations and groups who
were strongly conmitted to

Brian D. Benjamin, SD '73, makes a reception in an inter-campus
football game between the freshmen dental team and the Cougars of La
Sierra. The game ended in a 14-14 tie. This game was part of the annual
LLC-LSC Flagball Festival, held this year at La Sierra. Loma Linda
campus teams won every game but this one.
Photo by Ronald M. Sterling, SM '72

Medical-Dental Institute
SPONSORED BY

COLORADO CHAPTER OF THE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
of the
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE and DENTISTRY
of Loma Linda University
January 22-25, 1970 at:

Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies
GUEST SPEAKERS
C. JOAN COGGIN, MD
LLOYD R. SUMMERS, JD

ELMER E. KELLN, DDS
JOSEPH V. VERSKA, MD

PLEASE CONTACT

Robert L. Horner, MD, or Henry A. Williams, DDS
Denver, Colo. 80210
1666 South University Blvd.

Caps and pins
are awarded to
LVN students
Twenty-seven women received
their caps and six men their pins
as members of the vocational
nursing class of 1970B at the
annual capping ceremony,
Sunday, December 14, in Campus
Chapel.
Beulah F. Fenton, director of
education and training at
University Hospital, delivered the
main address entitled, "Past,
Present, Future."
Six of the newly capped
licensed vocational nursing
students are from other countries
including Sweden, Thailand,
Germany, Canada, and the
Philippines.
The 20-member class of 1970A
is scheduled to graduate from the
vocational nursing program
January 18. They are taking the
national league examinations
today, according to Alice K.
Kuhn, director of the vocational
nursing program.
cleaning our air. I did not find any
groups, but I did encounter a
number of individuals who felt as
1 did.
We began talking of future
plans, and from that we organized
an ad hoc committee. It grew to
25 members. In August, we
officially and formally organized a
group of citizens in Riverside
which evolved into Clean Air
Now.
SCOPE - After four months of
existence, can your organization
see any tangible results of its
work?
The results have
BAUER
been impressive. I don't think we
can take total credit for some of
the recent actions, but we have
been one voice representing the
people. It has had a tremendous
influence on the Inland Empire as
well as on the rest of the state.
For example, I appeared before
the San Bernardino County Board
of Supervisors recently. I
presented findings of CAN and
reported that the citizens were
tired of waiting. Instead of just
passing me off, they started asking
questions.
Before I left, they had passed
some significant resolutions in
support of our organization. They
voted to put our bumper stickers
on all their county vehicles which
is contrary to their policy. They
also voted to put the phrase,
"Clean Air Now," on their mail
printout. They voted to study
other counties' laws and make our
local laws conform accordingly.
Another important phase of our
campaign is education and
research. Both San Bernardino
and Riverside counties have begun
experiments in the use of natural
gas for their county vehicles.
We have conducted poster
contests, and a major educational
program on air pollution during
Clean Air Week in Riverside at
which time we invited Ralph
Nader, a consumer advocate; State
Assemblyman W. Craig Biddle;
and State Senator Petras, author
of the bill to ban internal
combustion engines in cars in
California by 1975, to speak. That
bill, incidentally, passed the state
senate by 28-5, but was killed in
the assembly transportation
committee.
(Cont. on pg. 6)
FOB SALE
Loma Linda Motel. 21 units
of excellent accommodation
Located one block from Univ.
Hospital and business center.
Excellent tax sheltered in
come. For information call
or write Donald L. Tucker,
DDS, 361 E. Whittier Blvd.,
|La Habra, Calif. 90631 (213)
697-1775.

The State Choir of Romania, "Madrigal," gave a concert in Gentry
Gymnasium, November 15. The choir, founded in 1963, was on its first
North American tour. The 38-member group performance was the third
University Artist and Lecture Series program on the Loma Linda
campus of the University.
_______________________________Photo by Ronald M. Sterling, SM '72

Churchill says Soviet Union
is gaining in Middle East
While the attention of the
United States is focused on
Vietnam the Soviet Union is
making "massive gains" in the
western arena, according to
Winston S. Churchill, III,
grandson and namesake of the
late prime minister of England.
This warning was sounded by
Mr. Churchill Saturday, Novem
ber 1, in a University Artist and
Lecture Series address on the
La Sierra campus. Mr. Churchill,
a correspondent for the London
Times, visited Loma Linda
University while on a 22-day
speaking tour of the United
States.
He said that despite the fact
Israel won her Six-Day War with
the Arab states in 1967, Russia
has gained influence in the
Middle East and, in fact, has
strengthened her hold in Europe
while setting up bases in
Northern Africa as far west as
Nigeria.
Mr. Churchill was in Israel
when the 1967 war broke out
and had dispatched to England
the day before a cable in which
he predicted that the war, if it
came, would be resolved in favor
of Israel within the first 70
minutes.
On a return visit two months
ago, Mr. Churchill found that
Israel "has lost its mood of
hope" that it could win

Alumni are invited
to send display
items to library
All alumni and former
students of Southern California
Junior College, La " Sierra
College, or Loma Linda
University College of Arts and
Sciences are invited to send
creative materials for display in
the library during the silver
anniversary celebration,
"Kaleidoscope 70," February
16-22.
Displayed during the week
will be books, magazine
articles, music, paintings,
sculpture, and other creative
materials by former and
present faculty, alumni, and
students. After the anniversary
celebration, the library hopes
to put this material on a loan

favorable peace terms with the
Arab states by trading territorial
gains for Arab assurances. He
saw little hope of an early
settlement on either side of the
stalemate.
If a new war were to break
out, Mr. Churchill said Israel
would likely win again. For one
thing, he noted that Israel's
bombers were only four and
one-half minutes from Cairo
now, whereas two years ago the
situation was just reversed. The
Israeli air force has a seven and
one-half minutes "turn -'
the period
around" time
required to return a plane to the
air between missions
compared to two and one-half
hours for the Egyptian air force.
"The difference between
seven and one-half minutes, and
two and one-half hours is the
difference between victory and
defeat." Mr. Churchill said.

NAB directors
plan TV phase-out
of cigarettes
Directors of the National
Association of Broadcasters plan a
gradual elimination of cigarette
advertising on radio and television
beginning in January.
At that time there would be a
10 per cent reduction in suck
commercials. The broadcasters
believe that most stations v
follow the lead of the three major
television networks and four
major radio networks in an effort
to avoid regulations by the
Communications
Federal
Commission.
According to the plan, all
cigarette advertising would end in
1973.
or permanent basis in the new
library which will be
completed in 1971.
For further information
write D. Glenn Hilts, librarian,
Fulton Memorial Library,
Loma Linda University,
Riverside, California 92505.

GRADUATE LOAN PROGRAM
NOW ELIGIBLE
Residents
funds for

Senior Medical and Dental Students, Interns and

Living Expenses or Advanced Training Costs

Up io $3,000 per year
No payment until you start your practice
to start private practice, (operating capital),
Additional Funds
(equipment purchase).

SENIORS, INTERNS, RESIDENTS OF CALIF.
ONE WILSHIRE, LA
Suite 2302

RAY SWANSON
(213) 624-1205

OUR MONTHLY SPECIALS FOR

JANUARY 1970
spe
Come any time and purchase these
ly
cials in addition to our regular week
the
at
h
mont
all
save
specials. Shop and
Loma Linda Market.

LOMA LINDA MARKET

49*

59*

31*

Jan. 2-1 3

Jan. 14-20

Jan. 21-27

Jan. 28 - Feb. 3

(1 LB. LOAF)

PACIFIC CRACKERS THINFLAKE — 1 LB.

3 for $1

Saltines and Treats
ROSE-DALE — 7'/2 OZ.

12 for $1

Tomato Sauce
(HI PROTEIN FOOD YEAST)

14 oz. *1.10

Torumel

(ROASTED & SALTED SOY BEANS)

1 Ib. 49*

Soyettes

(Nothing Added, Nothing Taken Out)

LA LOMA

1 Ib. 55c
3lb.$1.59

Peanut Butter
LA LOMA

Qt. 55*

Mayonnaise
LA LOMA

Qt. 47*

Salad Dressing
ANDERSON — 15 OZ.

Green Split Pea Soup

5 for $1

Sunflower
Seeds

Cashews

keg. 59c Ib.

Reg. 85c Ib.

79*

49*

Jan. 1-14

Jan. 15-31

GOLDEN VALLEY

1 gal. $1.19

Apple Cider
CHALLENGE — (ONLY 8c A QUART)

25 qt. *1.99

Dry Milk
CHALLENGE — (ONLY 7c A QUART)

NATURAL FOODS DEPT.

-

8 TO 8
8 TO 5

HULLED RAW

ROASTED &
SALTED

German
Chocolate
Pie
59*

7 -Grain
Bread

Pound
Cake

Pineapple
Delight

|

SUNDAY - THURSDAY
FRIDAY

Anderson at Prospect

Dry Milk

48 qt. size *3.79

CAMPBELL'S CREAM OF — 10 OZ.

2 for 35*

Mushroom Soup
SUN VISTA

2 for 31*

Retried Beans
SENOR PITTED — 303 SIZE

3 for $1

Ripe Olives
LA LOMA

Evaporated Milk
N CURED HARVEST HOME
I/ION
LEMO

2 for 33*
(NO VINEGAR OR PRESERVATIVES)

ill Pickles

Case Prices
Plan Your Shopping Trip and Save on
carefully screened so that
All products that we carry have been
PLEASE NOTE
do not contain objectionable
they
that
sure
be
to
labels
read
you do not have to
s, etc.
products, such ns lard, animal gelatin

NEW!

Jtome

ROODS
$6.75 CASE

SOYAMEAT — 13 OZ.

59c

FRIED CHICKEN

$5.59 CASE — REG. 61 c

20 OZ.

................ 49c

TAMALES
BATTLE CREEK — 20 OZ.

STEAKS

$6.99 CASE — REG. 79c

..... 65c

11 OZ.

99c
$6.59 CASE — REG. 71 e

SAUCETTES ...................... 59c
WORTHlNGTON — 20 OZ.

$6.99 CASE — REG. 83c

FRY STICKS ...................... 65c

WORTHlNGTON — 20 OZ.

SOYAGEN
1 LB. REG. $1.35
4 LBS. REG. $4.69

(WITH FREE PUNCH BALL)

$6.99 CASE — REG. 79c

VEGETARIAN BURGER

65c

1 Ib.
4 Ibs.
^^

$1.10
$3.79
$20.99
REG. 37e

RUSKETS ................ 3 for $1.00
REG. 39c

Oven Cooked Wheat 3 for $1.00

$10.75 CASE — REG. $1.25

MEAT LOAF MIX
BATTLE CREEK — 14 OZ.

ALL PURPOSE, CAROB, MALT

20 OZ.

$7.10 CASE — REG. 79e

20 OZ.

$7.10 CASE — REG. 79c

20 OZ.

$7.10 CASE — REG. 79c

PROTEENA ........................ 65c
NUTEENA .......................... 65c

VEGEBURGER
X-LARGE — 303 SIZE

RIPE OLIVES

65c

VEGETABLE CHICKEN — 20 OZ.

MOCKETTS
20 OZ.

MOCKETT BURGER
WITH MUSHROOMS — 20 OZ.

Mignonett Burger
20 OZ.

FIESTA BURGER
20 OZ.

65c
$6.59 CASE

65c
$6.59 CASE

69c
$6.59 CASE

69c
$4.75 CASE

Chili Beans & Burger ........ 45c
20 OZ.

$6.59 CASE

Country Breakfast Hash .... 69c
1434 OZ.

43c

$6.59 CASE

$7.95 CASE

El Savor Enchimales „.—.„_ 41 c

University SCOPE

Political science
professor testifies
in state committee

A blindfolded youngster tries to break the "pinata," a Mexican
Christmas custom (the pinata is full of gifts), at the Student American
Medical Association (SAMA) Christmas party for under-privileged
children. The party, attended by nearly 80 children from the Redlands

Unified School District, was held December 6, in the University
Cafeteria. Gifts were donated by Fox Home Center, San Bernardino,
and the May Company, San Bernardino. Some gifts were purchased by
SAMA funds. At right, James L. Edwards, SM'73,admires his friend's
gift.

Interview
(Cont. from pg 4)

Photos by Ronald M. Sterling, SM '72

LA Philharmonic
discount tickets
are available

We have also received
Student tickets are available for
excellent press coverage. There are
very few people in this area who the best remaining seats at all Los
have not heard of Clean Air Now. Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
concerts in the Music Center, Los
They are joining forces with us.
One of the major projects of Angeles, for $1.50 and a student
CAN was to get a mile of exchange certificate.
Exchange certificates are
signatures requesting our
legislators to make air pollution available at the dean of students
control the number one priority office. They can also be obtained
in the next legistlative session. by presenting a student
The signatures came in so identification card at the special
successfully that we now have student box office at the Music
135,000 signatures, greatly Center before a concert.
Future concert artists include
exceding our expectations. This
kind of spontaneous response Zubin Mehta conducting the Los
graphically indicates the interest Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra;
pianists Andre Watts, Gary
of the masses in clean air.
SCOPE
- Does your Grafman, and Byron Janis;
organization do any lobbying in violinists David Oistrakh and Ivry
either national or state Gitlis; and cellist Jacqueline du
Pre.
legislatures?
Telephone or mail reservations
BAUER
We have a non-tax
status, so we are not directly cannot be accepted.
involved in influencing legislation.
However, we do attempt to spend the money if they were
properly educated to the
educate legislators.
pollution problem. So the first
SCOPE - What needs to be step is to educate the people so
done to solve the air pollution they will want to spend that kind
problem?
of money and accept legislation
BAUER - A solution is that would solve the problem.
technically feasible if we are
The number one problem in this
willing to spend the right amount state, of course, is the automobile.
of money and pass the right kind I think the federal, state, and local
of legislation. The problems in governments will have to spend
doing this are, first of all, the fantastic amounts of money, or
vested interests of the people. else legislate the auto industry to
How much is a person willing to spend that kind of money for
spend to have clean air? It would research on new kinds of engines
have to be a substantial amount, and fuels. We know this is
perhaps $250 per person or more. technically possible. But it isn't
When you are dealing with a only a question of the feasibility.
person's health, the cost becomes It is a question of morality. Is it
a rather insignificant item.
moral to continue to dump
People might be willing to garbage into our sky? It aggravates

MEN'S WEAR - LOMA LINDA

May we endeavor to serve your holiday needs
at our location in Redlands - 107 Orange St.
You will find a much larger selection than we
could offer in Loma Linda.
We have clothes here
.for the holidays.

Happy
Holidays

Calendar
Friday, December 19
Sunset 4:43
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY, LL, LS
— Christmas recess begins today and
continues through January 5
LINDA
HALL,
LL
campfire: 7:3O p.m.

—

Christmas

FELLOWSHIP HALL, LL — University
Campus Fellowship, Richard C. Gage,
associate pastor, University Church:
7:3O p.m.
CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL — The
Cota Singers, Christmas Concert: 7:3O
p.m.
Saturday, December 2O
UNIVERSITY CHURCH, LL — Hour
of
worship,
William
J.
Blacker,
president. Pacific Union Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists: 8 and 1O:55
a.m.

Former secretary
of Trustees dies
Funeral services were held
last Thursday in St. Helena for
Leon V. Roberson, former secre
tary of the University Trustees.
Mr. Roberson, a student
finance officer at the University
for nine years, died, Decem
ber 1, at St. Helena Sanitarium
and Hospital, Sanitarium.
At his family's request, a
Leon V. Roberson Memorial
Fund has been established. Gifts
for the fund may be sent to the
Loma Linda University student
finance office.

and causes some diseases and it
keeps our children off the
playground. When you find it to
be a serious health threat, then it,
is a moral issue. When it damages
God's creation, it is a moral issue.
Fifty-seven percent of the
Ponderosa Pine trees in Lake
Arrowhead-Crestline area are in
irreversible decline. If we
eliminated smog right now, those
trees would still die. Citrus
production is off 25 percent due
to smog.We spend$ 12 billion each
year in the loss of material
resources, or $65 per person. And
we are not spending that much to
control it.
SCOPE - We have talked
briefly about the hazards air
pollutoin has on health. What are
some specific health patterns as a
result of dirty air?
BAUER
Actually, concrete
evidence is hard to come by. We
are probably still in the childhood
stage of researching the hazards
presented by air pollution. We
have not researched enough in this
area to know the hard facts
completely.
But there are signs clearly
(Cont. on pg. 8)

Of Future
Events
CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL —Hour
of worship, Wilbur K. Chapman,
pastor, "Christmas ... A Humbug?": 8
and 1O:55 a.m.
LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS — Hour of
worship, I_ Calvin Osborne, pastor,
"How God Came to Us in Person": 11
a.m.
Thursday, December 25
CHRISTMAS DAY

Extension class
in leadership
is offered
Leadership III, the third class
focusing on proven principles of
administration, begins sessions in
early January, according to
director of University extension,
Vernon H. Koenig, EdD.
Dr. Koenig says that the
course, offered on the La Sierra
and Loma Linda campuses of
the University, as well as at the
White Memorial Medical Center,
Los Angeles, will study prin
ciples and guidelines for effec
tive organization of an institu
tion or company so that human
and other resources may be
utilized advantageously.
The class may be taken for
credit or noncredit. Sessions will
begin at 7 p.m. and continue
until 9:15 each class evening.
First class will be January 12 at
the White Memorial Medical
Center; Loma Linda campus,
January 13; and La Sierra cam
pus, January 15.
Information about the $15
course is available at the Univer
sity extension office on the
La Sierra campus or at registrar's
offices on both campuses.

Alonzo L. Baker, PhD,
professor of political science, was
invited recently to testify before a
state legislature committee on the
issue of lowering California's
voting age.
Dr. Baker advocated adoption
of a law permitting 19-year-olds
voting privileges to conform with
the new military draft age which
was put through Congress
recently by the Nixon
administration. Dr. Baker urged
that it should also become the age
of legal responsibility on every
level except for the purchase and
use of liquor.
He cited the precedent of
Georgia and Kentucky, which
long ago made age 18 the voting
and legal age but stipulated that
age 21 be retained for liguor use
and purchase. He noted also that
Alaska's constitution grants youth
the right to vote and become
legally responsible at 19, but
restricts liquor purchases to those
21 or over.
The assembly committee before
which Dr. Baker appeared is
working on the revision of the
California state constitution. A
year and a half ago he testified
before another assembly
committee
working on
constitutional revisions dealing
with the makeup and tenure of
the University of California Board
of Regents. He urged that the
16-year terms of all regents be
made no more than 10 years at
the most, preferably eight years.
Dr. Baker became involved in
proposed revisions of the
California state constitution in
the years 1947-1948 when
Governor Earl Warren made him a
member of the citizen's advisory
committee on constitutional
revision. Dr. Baker then was
teaching at the University of
Southern California, Los Angeles.

Psych professor
researches child
thought processes
John M. Reeves, assistant'
professor of psychology, is
researching the influence of
imitation on intentionality in
cooperation with the Redlands
Unified School District.
According to Mr. Reeves, the
research attempts to find out how
the children think and whether
they are able to differentiate
between intention or accident.

3 &4 BEDROOM NEW HOMES
North Lorna Linda Area

$17000 ~ $17500
FHA

VA Financing

COMPARE THESE FEATURES WITH ANY
SIMILARLY PRICED NEW HOME
Three and four bedrooms
Economical gas forced air heating
Fully insulated walls and ceiling
Two full bathrooms
Fiberglass tubs and showers
Tappan oven, range, and range hood
Insinkerator garbage disposals
Spacious kitchen pantries
Ash kitchen cabinets with decorator hardware
Tempered glass sliding doors
Decorator hardware
F.H.A. approved
Wall to wall carpeting in living room and hallway
PTIONAL FEATURES
Refrigerated air conditioning
Carpeting in bedrooms
Landscaping
Sprinkling system

GP LOCATION

KENNETH E. MAYBEKKY

Modern equipped, air con
ditioned clinic. County seat
town.
1,000
population.
Southwest Nebraska. Con
tact G. W. Shafer, Jr., Bea
ver City, Nebraska 68926.

(res. ph. 783-1609)
Real Estate Broker
Member Office
Board of Realtors
24887 Taylor Street
710 Brookside
Loma Linda, California 92354
Redlands, California 92373
Associates
Albert Evans
Richard Powers
(off. 796-9590)
Don Garvin
(res. ph. 783-0047)
James Osborn
(res. ph. 796-9470)
Bruce Garrett
(res. ph. 796-2845)
(res. ph. 796-9458)

DISCOVER FLYING
AT

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
ALL FLIGHT AND GROUND SCHOOL COURSES APPROVED BY LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION DIVISION FOR COLLEGE CREDIT (if desired). ACADEMY CREDIT UPON RE
QUEST.
GROUND SCHOOL DIVISION:

FLIGHT DIVISION

SIERRA LINDA FLYING CLUB INC.

AVIATION
EDUCATION CENTER

Aircraft available with club membership or
Individual hourly rates:
• CESSNA 150 TRAINER
• CESSNA 182 CROSS COUNTRY
• MOONEY 21 RETRACTABLE

LOMA LINDA CAMPUS:

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Club taking delivery of 1970 Cessna
150 Aerobat in January — Club Rates $8.00 per hour.
• SHARPEN YOUR PILOT SKILLS - LEARN AEROBATICS •
CLUB MEMBERSHIP: Open to University Students, University Per
sonnel, Relatives and Friends (Both -Campuses).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES

•

Full Time Flight Instructors
Full IFR Radio and Panel All Planes
14 Minutes Freeway from Loma Linda
15 Minutes Freeway from La Sierra
Full Insurance
Charter Flights Anywhere
Introductory Flights $5
One Membership Share Covers All Planes

Written Exam. Courses open to anyone.

FEATURES: PRIVATE, COMMERCIAL, INSTRUMENT, HELICOPTER
REFRESHER COURSES
• SELLING ALL PILOT SUPPLIES
• NEW AIRCRAFT AGENCY (DISCOUNTS)
• COLLEGE OR ACADEMY CREDIT IF DESIRED

FLYING SCHOLARSHIPS — Benefactors please note: We have mission
appointees desirous to learn flying for mission work who need funds
to complete training.
AIRCRAFT OWNERS:
Consider Leasing Your Aircraft to Us

Located in the heart of Loma Linda, Aviation Center features in
dividual Audio Visual Training. No classes, no trips to airport. Just
come in when you wish. Programmed Slides and Tapes. Learn at
your own pace — Convenient hours — Guaranteed pass on FAA —

LA SIERRA CAMPUS:
ABOVE GROUND SCHOOL COURSES AVAILABLE IN 12 WEEK
CLASSES THROUGH L.L.U. EXTENSION DIVISION.
(See Extension Bulletin)

ALL INQUIRIES:

AVIATION
EDUCATION CENTER
SIERRA LINDA FLYING CLUB INC.

SECOND FLOOR UNIVERSITY ARTS BUILDING
24887 TAYLOR STREET

LOMA LINDA

796-9675 Collect - or 796-2446
HOURS: 4 to 9 P.M. SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

University SCOPE

Inter(Com.
view

from pg. 6,1

visible. When you play tennis
while the oxident level is high,
you have pain in the chest, you
start coughing, and you have a
general efficiency decrease. Well,
this is an obvious health effect
that anyone can experience.
Beyond this, medical experts
have called children off the
playground when the level of
pollution reached a dangerous
level. The whole complex
pulmonary system, so necessary
to the maintenance of health and
life, is interfered with.
Studies on mice have shown
Frederick L. Orr, SM '68, a resident physician at University Hospital,
that during periods of high air
and his wife, Barbara L. Orr, SM '70, look over legislation to be
pollution, the delicate membranes
presented by San Bernardino County Congressman Jerry L. Pettis,
in the inner air sacs rupture.
(right), on the floor of the House of Representatives. Dr. and Mrs. Orr
Though they heal by the next
visited the office of Mr. Pettis during a recent vacation to the east coast.
morning in young mice, they do
not heal as the mice get older. So

Thursday. December 18,

New epidemiology
chairman chosen
Raymond O. West, MD, has
been appointed chairman of the
School of Public Health
Department of Epidemiology.
Dr. West will also continue to
serve as associate professor of
preventive medicine in the School
of Medicine._____________
there is a decreased capacity in
the ability of lung function.
Ultimately, this brings premature
death.
I've talked to doctors who say
you are shortening your life span
two years by living in a polluted
environment.
SCOPE - What are the main
causes of air pollution?
BAUER Automobiles are the
biggest problem in the state of
California. Eighty to ninety
percent of the car problem could

UNIVERSITY REALTY
Ask for:
E. J. MILLER
Broker

Anderson & Taylor

Loma Linda, California 92354
APARTMENTS FOR INVESTMENT - TAX SHELTER WRITE OR CALL FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

PHOi

SECURITY

UNIVERSITY MANOR
32 units
Loma Linda
Price
Cash Down

$375,000
$158,000'

Annual
Income.................................................$ 52,620
Net Spendable......................................$
10,133
Equity Build-up....................................$
7,490
Percentage on
Money Invested................................................. 13.2%
First Year
Tax Deductions.........................................$ 59,620

4 FOUR-FLEXES

16 units

Loma Linda
Price
Cash Down

$186,000
$ 22,000

Annual
. Income .................................................$ 23,520
Net Spendable ......................................$
2,664
Equity Build-up....................................$
4,'364
Percentage on
Money Invested....................................................32%
First Year
Tax Deduction ..........................................$
19,992

The Federal Government requires
every person who is not a citizen of
the United States to report his
address to the Government each
January. The United States
Immigration Service has printed
Forms 1-53, Alien Address Report
Cards, on which to file this
information. The cards are available
at Post Offices, school foreign
student offices, and Immigration
Service Offices during the month of
January.
Citizens of the United States are
urged to assist their alien friends
and relatives by reminding them of
this
requirement
of the
Immigration Law.
The law requires that these cards
be filled out and submitted before
January 31st of each year.
DO NOT MAIL THE CARD!

be resolved by using natural |
for fuel.
SCOPE - A hypothetical
question: If the state of California
and its people came up with all
the money and legislation needed
to effectively combat air
pollution by December, 1970,
how long'would it take for clean
air to become a reality?
BAUER
In a crash program
using all the money, influence, j
cooperation from properly
educated people, we could bring
air pollution levels to that of the
1940's within five years nothing
less. It would take the auto
industry that long to come up
with a practical solution unless
massive amounts of money were
poured into the developmeni
program. This is strictly my
opinion based on what I've seen
so far.
SCOPE - If man does not
remedy his poor environment, will
he eventually allow it to kill him?
BAUER - Of course that is a
hypothetical question. Hopefully
he will do something about it
before he allows that to happen.
But if he does not do anymore
than he is doing, he will reach a
certain point in this basin, for
example, where living would be so
bad, he would be forced to leave
and nobody else would come in.
After the war issue dies down, 1
see environmental concern
emerging as a number one issue
among our youth. Hopefully, they
will stir up the populace enough
to focus their attention on the
problem, so that our citizens and
government will take necessary
actions to control pollution. 1
expect to see them at the front of
this fight, though I could wish the
middle class, the so-called
"establishment" or "silent
majority," will not wait for the
youth to carry the fight. It needs
to be started right now.

SPH
PALM GARDENS
Redlands
Price
Cash Down

10 UNITS
$129,000
$ 20,000

Annual
income ..........'...............$ 16,946
Net Spendable ....................$ 1,321
Equity Build-up ...................$ 3,400
Percentage return on
Money Invested ......................... 24%
First Year
Tax Deduction ...... ...............$ 20,320

We Specialize in. . . . TAX FREE EXCHANGES
If you have investment property with equity. See us.
We can show you how to trade up or out on a
TAX FREE EXCHANGE

If these do not suit you
State your specific need — We have others
To help your tax problems —
Prepaid Interest on most properties is permitted

For more information and analysis-sheet
on any of these listed properties —
Write or Call Collect:
E. J. MILLER
P. O. Box 788
Phone: 796-0156
Loma Linda, Calif. 92354

(Cnnt. from pg. jj

include non-Christian religions,
health education
and
administration, nutrition,
population dynamics, medical
self-help, and parasitology a
tropical diseases.
Further information about the
course may be obtained by
writing Director, Mission
Orientation Program, School of
Public Health, Loma Linda,
University, Loma Linda,
California, 92354.
Registration and program fees
are $175, payable at the time of
registration.

Stamps, anyone?
Yes ... we NEED stamps'
USED stamps off of your
letters and Christmas cards.
The class of '72 - nursing, is
saving used stamps to buy
milk for the needy children
overseas. Please help us by
saving yours! Boxes for
stamps have been conven
iently placed in the Univer
sity Hospital and other var
ious buildings of the Univer
sity
Kate Lindsay Hall
(girls' dorm) and the Uni
versity Church. Help feed
the orphans!

